“This is the land of boundless skies. The light here does not only erase the darkness, it alters the matter, illuminates and transforms it into a dream of a poet.”

- Cevat Şakir Kabaağaçlı

BODRUM
CLEOPATRA’S TREASURED CITY
WE WELCOME YOU TO PARADISE BAY

Sitting on the coast minutes from the historic city Göltürkbükü and a 7th Wonder of the World, the Tomb of Mausolus, Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum offers you the Mediterranean land, sea, and sky.
LIVE THE MEDITERRANEAN LIFESTYLE

28 suites, 9 villas including a Presidential Villa, 59 Rooms, and 36 apartments boast contemporary design and extraordinary views of the Mediterranean landscape. Feather bedding, oversize tubs, and outdoor terraces complete a pleasure-seeking stay.
Built to provide both style and comfort, every suite and Presidential Villa is spacious and designed with Turkish elements and Oriental touches. Guests enjoy extravagance with private terraces, pools, and service.

SUITES FASHIONED FOR ROYALTY
An abundance of accommodations allow you a multitude of choices. Stay in a room overlooking the tranquil sea or wake up to green hills and ancient Mediterranean olive groves.
WATCH THE SUNSET OVER THE AEGEAN SEA

Relax at The Welcome Terrace with a delicate dessert from The Mandarin Cake Shop in the home of Cleopatra’s getaway city.
A LANDSCAPE TO TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY

A variety of outdoor lounges offer you views of ancient olive groves and the spectacular Aegean Sea. Visit Mandarin Bar for light snacks and signature cocktails with a night of live music by the water.
FOLLOW FOOTSTEPS IN THE SAND

With two private beaches and our full service Water Sports centre you can lounge, sail, swim, walk, and windsurf the warm clear waters of the Aegean Sea.
“LAND OF THE ETERNAL BLUE”
- HOMER
Surrounded by the ocean and vivid green hills, the many pools of Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum invite you to swim laps under the sun or unwind poolside.
A FEAST FOR YOUR SENSES

With nine restaurants & bars celebrating cuisine from around the world, every palate will be satisfied.
Sip an aniseed-flavoured raki, Turkey’s national drink, while treating yourself to authentic Mediterranean al fresco dining.

LOCAL INGREDIENTS CREATE TURKISH DELIGHTS
The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum is unique in its Mediterranean inspired treatments and acclaimed aromatherapy.

SURROUNDED BY PEACE

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum is unique in its Mediterranean inspired treatments and acclaimed aromatherapy.
Spa treatments are performed using hand ground ingredients from Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum’s own curated garden.
MAKE MEMORIES IN BODRUM

A romantic wedding on the beach, a corporate event, or an elaborate cocktail event can be hosted, catered, and planned using Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum’s first class event services.
MANDARIN ORIENTAL, BODRUM

LOCATION
Northern coast of the Bodrum Peninsula at Paradise Bay
Coastal location with access to two private sandy beaches
Five minute drive to the cosmopolitan town of Göltürkbükü
35 minute drive to Milas-Bodrum International Airport

ROOMS & SUITES
59 beautifully appointed guest rooms
28 spacious suites with private pools
9 villas including a Presidential Villa
36 luxurious serviced apartments
Contemporary Turkish elements and stylish Oriental-inspired touches

RESTAURANTS & BARS
Delicious Italian cuisine at Assaggio Restaurant
Traditional Turkish sea food with a modern twist at Bodrum Balıkçısı
International cuisine with a Mediterranean flair at Sofra Restaurant
Contemporary Japanese cuisine at Kurochan by IOKI
Relaxed dining and children’s menus at Pool Bar & Restaurant
Cocktails at our atmospheric Mandarin Bar
Fine patisseries and delicacies in The Mandarin Cake Shop

SPA & WELLNESS
2,700 square metre spa with signature wellness concepts
Wide range of holistic therapies offered in relaxing luxurious treatment rooms
Luxurious hammams with private scrub rooms
Fitness centre featuring state-of-the-art equipment
Pilates, yoga & personal trainer

MEETINGS & EVENTS
Oriental Ballroom hosting up to 250 guests
Mandarin Ballroom hosting up to 280 guests
Two boardrooms seating up to 18 people each

LEISURE
Scuba diving and water sports at a premiere aquatic centre
Four outdoor pools including a designated children’s pool
Exclusive luxury retail shops
Tours by helicopter and traditional Turkish Gulet
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